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Love me tinder, love me sweet 

 

This semester I chose the content “Love me tinder, love me sweet”, where I would               

like to learn more about the relationships in the article and where they lead. As I know                 

Tinder, a dating app, is one of the most prominent technologies that has quickly integrated               

within the current generation and is providing a vast array of unexplored emotions within the               

individuals who are actively using it. I have never been registered on Tinder, all I know is                 

that this is the dating app for singles. Also I heard a lot of stories when dating apps like                   

Tinder helped a lot of people to find the love of their life. As per the view of Lundquist and                    

Curington (2019), ‘Love me tinder, love me sweet' explores the different dimensions of the              

technology and provides insight to the viability of the app and how it may promote problems                

in society. In my opinion, the app not only encourages the promotion of male-centered              

hookup cultures where the female counterpart is judged based on appearance, but it has also              

been surveyed that in the majority of the cases, the dating app has established a sexualized                

perspective. The idea of love, at first sight, has been subjected in a sexualized manner               

through this online dating apps and websites. 

The main argument of the article is that dating apps like Bumble and Tinder have an                

effect on the current generation of scholars, as compared to mature daters. According to the               

article, dating apps are providing other options that avoid intimate introduction to            
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relationships. Moreover, a majority of the students are dependent on these applications to             

avoid the challenges of campus hook up scenes. However, online platforms have developed a              

new problem. Women, as well as ethnic and racial minorities, are exposed to sexist and               

rationalized online relations. Some of the topics covered in the article are the US college               

hookup scene. The other is getting addicted to online dating, and finally conveying one’s              

appealing body and desires. A significant limitation of the study is that it lacked statistical               

data to back its arguments, thus making it less reliable. The other limitation is that the article                 

does not look at the possible ways to make "Online Hook Ups" more pleasant for all daters.   

For potential resources, I would like to read some articles that I chose including 

relative information to my topic, which will help me to learn more about:  

Buggs, Shantel. “Dating in the Time of  BlackLivesMatter: Exploring Mixed-race Women’s 

Discourses of Race and Racism.” Sociology of Race and Ethnicity(2017), 3:538-551. 

Spell, Sarah. “Not Just Black and White: How Race/ethnicity and Gender Intersect in 

Hookup Culture.” Sociology of Race and Ethnicity (2017), 3:172-187. Also, to expand my 

knowledge, I would like to register on Tinder and try to find out what relationships people are 

looking for based on my experience.  

 

 

 


